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Foreword

Climate change poses the biggest long-term threat to the global economy. If we stay on the  
current trajectory, the world economy could shrink by 14% over the next 30 years according to  
the Swiss Re Institute. The business case for investing in net-zero emissions and a low-carbon 
economy is clear and far outweighs the cost of doing nothing. Not doing anything isn’t an option.

While we don’t yet have all the necessary tools available, it’s clear long-term investors can play  
a meaningful role in achieving net-zero emissions. By shifting the large institutional asset base  
of USD 80+ trillion towards more sustainable investments, we can help fund the transition and 
have an amplifying impact. If we’re to succeed, we need all hands on deck. Without efforts  
by investors and other financial market participants coupled with the public sector, we’ll surely  
fail to reach the Paris Agreement target of limiting global warming to a maximum 1.5°C. 

More than ten years ago, Swiss Re Asset Management embarked on an ambitious journey to 
embed environmental, social and governance (ESG) considerations into all of our investment 
decisions. Throughout this journey we’ve shared our experiences with our peers and other 
stakeholders and spoken openly about the challenges we faced and progress we made. We believe 
that such constructive exchanges will help accelerate the collaboration needed to achieve a  
1.5°C world. With our climate actions, we’re able to not only improve our risk-adjusted returns but 
also help progress the transition to a net-zero emissions economy.

It doesn’t end there. More recently, as a company we’ve made three interlinked commitments  
to achieve net-zero emissions. In the case of underwriting, we were an early signatory to the  
UN Global Compact Business Ambition for 1.5°C; for our investments, we’re a founding member  
of the UN-convened Net-Zero Asset Owner Alliance; and, for our own operations, we’ve introduced 
an ambitious CO2NetZero Programme, including an internal carbon levy of USD 100 per tonne  
of CO2. This will increase to USD 200 per tonne of CO2 by 2030. At Swiss Re, we’re focused on 
walking the talk.

This is a global challenge and a multi-stakeholder response is crucial, with both the public and 
private sectors working closely together. The time to act is now. And the business case is clear.  
So, let’s seize the opportunity.

Guido Fürer 
Group Chief Investment Officer
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Setting the scene for our climate action

Climate risk is a global risk. According to the recent Swiss Re Institute report “The economics of climate 
change: no action is not an option”, the world stands to lose about 14% of total economic value by mid-
century if we stay on the currently anticipated trajectory and fail to meet the Paris Agreement’s 2050  
net-zero emissions target.1 

Sustainability has been at the core of Swiss Re’s business for over 40 years. In our business, we’re directly 
exposed to and affected by climate change. The increase in the frequency and severity of natural disasters 
such as floods, droughts, or storms due to global warming are directly reflected in the payments we make to 
our clients. So, it’s natural that this has become part of our DNA and also feeds into our vision “to make the 
world more resilient”. 

In this publication, we illustrate how Swiss Re is addressing climate change comprehensively in its 
investment portfolio while outlining key lessons learned and challenges faced. We highlight the latest 
considerations on our way to reducing our carbon footprint and financing the transition to a 1.5°C world.

In order to select the appropriate actions with the most meaningful impact for our portfolio as well as the real 
economy, we need to understand the portfolio risks associated with the transition to such an economy. 
These can range from changing consumer behaviour to technological developments to asset impairments 
due to regulatory changes. We also need to understand how best to measure the progress we’re making, 
because only what gets measured, gets done. 

We do not only aspire to move GHG2 emissions out of our portfolio, but also to reduce them overall by 
moving to a low-carbon economy. To achieve this, there are a number of options. These include financing 
opportunities, engaging with investors and other stakeholders, taking an active approach to voting rights, 
and choosing how to rebalance the carbon profile of an investment portfolio. Engagement across the  
full spectrum increases business transparency on the impact of climate change as well as helps develop 
partnerships with the public sector to ensure meaningful carbon pricing and create harmonised and 
transparent regulation. As an investor, we can influence change. However, this is a global challenge and  
we see the transition as a shared responsibility with roles for each of us to play.

To that end, we see the need for the following actions:

1.  A globally coordinated policy response to climate change with a price placed  
on GHG emissions

2. Companies to draw up climate transition plans proactively to not be left behind

3.  Material risks to be made transparent through harmonised disclosure guidelines  
and taken into greater account by rating agencies

It’s only in collaboration with other financial market participants, the real economy, policy makers and 
regulators that we can properly address this issue. So far, the signs have been encouraging. The formation  
of the “Glasgow Financial Alliance For Net Zero”3 unites over 160 companies from the leading net-zero 
initiatives across the financial system (together responsible for assets in excess of USD 70 trn) to accelerate 
the transition to net-zero emissions by 2050. There is also China’s net-zero commitment to become carbon 
neutral by 20604, while the US has re-joined the Paris Agreement and submitted a new Nationally 
Determined Contribution (NDC), setting an economy-wide emissions target of 50–52% reduction below 
2005 levels in 20305. And there should be more to come with COP26 in Glasgow in November, which  
we expect will further accelerate the race to net-zero emissions commitments.

1  Swiss Re Institute, The economics of climate change: no action is not an option, April 2021
2  GHG: Greenhouse gas
3  https://racetozero.unfccc.int/net-zero-financial-alliance-launches/
4  https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-parliament-environment-idUSKBN2AX08D
5  https://www.state.gov/leaders-summit-on-climate/day-1/

https://racetozero.unfccc.int/net-zero-financial-alliance-launches/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-parliament-environment-idUSKBN2AX08D
https://www.state.gov/leaders-summit-on-climate/day-1/
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Our pathway to a 1.5°C investment portfolio

At the centre of our pathway is the Swiss Re Asset Management climate action approach: This creates a 
consistent and controlled strategy to reduce, finance and report our actions to achieve a 1.5°C portfolio. 
With our public commitment made in line with the UN-convened Net-Zero Asset Owner Alliance  
(see Box: AOA) in 2019, we stress the importance of having global standards and targets in place, that  
allow us to take actions to achieve a net-zero emissions world. 

Mitigating climate change can only be achieved through broader collaboration among a wide range of 
stakeholders, such as companies, industries, policy makers, regulators and society at large. The best and 
most efficient way to reduce emissions is by not producing them in the first place. Therefore, it is important 
and necessary to involve the real economy in these developments. After all, if the real economy aligns  
its business models and products to a 1.5°C path, investments in such companies will be aligned as well. 
Portfolios consisting only of such investments would thus be net-zero emissions aligned.

Swiss Re Asset Management’s climate action approach:

Set targets

Climate action

Take actions Measure Report

Set targets to achieve  
net-zero emissions  

by 2050

Actively manage climate 
risk & support real 

economy transition

Measure & monitor 
trajectory towards  

net zero

Inform share- & 
stakeholders 
transparently 

Enable the transition to a net-zero emissions  
economy and mitigate climate related risks
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Climate actions start with the formulation of targets. Guided by the Target Setting Protocol (TSP)  
set by the Net-Zero Asset Owner Alliance, we defined intermediate targets on financing the transition,  
engagement, sub-portfolio8, and specific sectors that are central to the transition to our net-zero  
investment portfolio. 

Swiss Re Asset Management’s climate targets by 2025  

8  “Sub-portfolio” covering specific asset classes: Corporate bonds, listed equities and real estate 

Our pathway to a 1.5°C investment portfolio

Net-Zero Asset Owner Alliance (AOA)

The Net-Zero Asset Owner Alliance was founded in 2019 at the UN Secretary General’s Climate Action 
Summit. It grew from 6 founding members to currently 42 members representing USD 6.6 trillion 6 
Assets under Management (AuM). The AOA’s goal is to build an alliance of asset owners to formulate 
standards and targets for achieving net-zero carbon emissions by 2050.

[The member] “Commits to transitioning its investment portfolio to net-zero GHG emissions by 2050 
consistent with a maximum temperature rise of 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels, taking into account 
the best available scientific knowledge including the findings of the IPCC, and regularly reporting on 
progress, including establishing intermediate targets every five years in line with the Paris Agreement 
Article 4.9.

In order to meet our fiduciary duty to manage risks and achieve target investment returns this 
Commitment must be embedded in a holistic ESG approach to managing sustainability considerations, 
incorporating but not limited to climate change, and must emphasise GHG emissions reduction 
outcomes in the real economy.”

[Members] “Seek to reach this Commitment, especially through advocating for, and engaging on 
corporate and industry action, as well as public policies, for a low-carbon transition of economic 
sectors in line with science and under consideration of associated social impacts.”7 

Financing Transition: 
   Green, social and sustainability bonds: USD 4bn
   Renewable and social infrastructure loans:  
+ USD 750m

Engagement:
   Topic: alignment with 1.5°C target

Sub-portfolio:
   Corporate bonds & listed equities:  
–35% carbon intensity

   Real estate: –5% carbon intensity

Sector:
   Corporate bonds & listed equities:  
coal phase-out by 2030

   Infrastructure loans & private placements:  
maturity limitation for fossil fuel-related investments

6 As of June, 2021
7 https://www.unepfi.org/net-zero-alliance/
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Our pathway to a 1.5°C investment portfolio

Under “Financing Transition”, we’re out to achieve two goals: having a green, social and sustainability 
bond portfolio9 of USD 4bn by the end of 2024, and increasing our renewable and social infrastructure loans 
by USD 750m. The broad portfolio definition is driven by current supply/demand situation in the financial 
markets, which reflects the appetite of institutional investors to invest in such products.

Last year, we developed an aspirational “Engagement” Framework comprising of two topics to be applied 
on our investee companies:

  “Alignment of Business Model with 1.5°C Target”: Our framework defines that portfolio companies with  
a carbon intensity10 at or above 100 tonnes CO2e /USDm sales need to be engaged regularly. 

  “Enhancement of Transparency: Disclosure of ESG Key Metrics”: The goal is to make responsible investing 
more accessible, comparable and standardised. It is vital to broaden, deepen, and further standardise 
company-level reporting on financially relevant ESG matters to drive the implementation of ESG 
considerations in investment portfolios.

In line with the AOA, our “Sub-portfolio” targets provide concrete carbon reduction targets for listed 
equities, corporate bonds, and real estate. Based on AOA’s assessment,11 the IPCC’s 1.5°C pathway implies 
an emission reduction range for target asset classes of –16% to –29% for the period 2019–2024. Given our 
specific portfolio characteristics, we’ve formulated the following targets:

  For listed equities and corporate bonds, a combined target of –35% – with base year end 2018 and 
measured in sales-based carbon intensity – must be achieved by 2024. The committed reduction is in 
addition to the substantial decrease of the combined carbon intensities of our corporate bond and listed 
equities portfolio of around 30% between 2015 and 2018. 

  On the real estate side, we’ve set an intensity reduction target of 5% for our Swiss and German real estate 
investment portfolio for the next 5 years. The portfolio will be further improved through refurbishments 
and energy usage optimisations. This target takes into account that the portfolio has already been tracking 
well below a 1.5°C trajectory for several years (see Box: Real estate benchmark).

“Sector” targets: It’s not our main intention to achieve our targets via divestments. We do, however, consider 
restrictions on specific sectors which are not consistent with a 1.5°C world. We therefore implemented rules 
for thermal coal-related investments, as well as the 10% most carbon intense oil and gas companies. 

9  https://www.icmagroup.org/sustainable-finance/the-principles/
10  Greenhouse gas emissions relative to revenues, expressed in tonnes CO2e/USDm sales, covering scope 1 and 2
11  Inaugural 2025 Target Setting Protocol, UN-Convened Net-Zero Asset Owner Alliance, 2021, p. 10
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Real estate benchmark

In order to assess the carbon intensity of our real estate portfolios, we used the “Carbon Risk Real 
Estate Monitor” (“CRREM”). The CRREM tool contains country-specific and property type-specific 
decarbonisation pathways, which have been derived from a global carbon budget in line with a certain 
level of global warming (e.g. 1.5°C) for the period 2018–2050. 

For example, our Swiss portfolio, which consists of 72% residential and 28% office properties (by m2), 
has a carbon intensity of 20 kgCO2e/m2/annum in 2019, well below the 2019 level of the 1.5°C 
CRREM decarbonisation pathway for Switzerland at 3112 kgCO2e/m2/annum. 

While the carbon intensity of our portfolio compared to the CRREM carbon budgets for Switzerland  
is testament to its energy-efficient nature, our ambition is to continue to gradually reduce its carbon 
intensity and remain meaningfully below the 1.5°C CRREM decarbonisation pathway over time.

Source: Swiss Re, CRREM

Swiss real estate portfolio carbon intensity vs. 1.5°C decarbonisation pathway
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Our pathway to a 1.5°C investment portfolio
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Recognising our rights  
and responsibilities as  
a shareholder is an integral  
part of our commitment  
to responsible investing.
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Analytics to support the climate action 
approach
The implementation of climate actions to achieve the set targets requires structured analytics. The analysis of 
the inherent risks and the measurement of the carbon profile enables us to formulate portfolio actions, which 
will be presented in the next chapter. 

In this chapter we focus on:

  Risk analytics: Structured assessment of risks which arise as a consequence of climate change, and

  Emission reduction framework: Measurement of exposures and actions taken by market participants, 
and the carbon efficiency of our portfolio.

Risk analytics
In order to formulate a view on our portfolio’s exposure to climate risk, we needed to select a comprehensive 
classification. For this, we used the Financial Stability Board’s (FSB) Task Force on Climate-related Financial 
Disclosures’ (TCFD) recommendations.

Swiss Re has been a member of the TCFD working group since its inception in 2016, the same year we 
announced we would report in accordance with the TCFD’s recommendations going forward13,14. Since 
then, we have been assessing our portfolios taking into account the risk classification as described in the 
TCFD.

The TCFD distinguishes between transition and physical risks:

Transition risk
The transition to a low-carbon economy may involve far-reaching policy, regulatory, technological, and 
market changes to meet mitigation and adaptation measures. These are described individually in the table 
below. Emissions are a major cause of rising global temperatures and are hence at the centre of policy, 
regulatory, market, and technological actions to limit climate change. Depending on the nature, pace, and 
focus of these changes, transition risks can pose varying levels of financial and reputational risk to 
companies.

Physical risk
Physical risks are financial implications on investments due to direct damage to assets and indirect impacts 
from supply chain disruption. A company’s financial performance may also be affected by extreme 
temperature changes affecting an organisation’s premises and operations among others.

TCFD breaks down these two main risks into even more granular categories, as shown below. Different 
reactions and financial impacts on investments are to be expected – depending on the risk driver. Specific 
risk analytics are required to assess their relevance and impact:

13  https://www.fsb-tcfd.org/2016/01/21/fsb-announces-membership-of-task-force-on-climate-related-financial-disclosures/
14  https://www.swissre.com/media/news-releases/2016/swiss_re_adopts_climate_related_financial_disclosure_

recommendations.html
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Climate-Related Drivers Climate-Related 
Reactions

Financial Impact Risk Analytics

Policy & Legal: 
Policy actions, attempting 
to constrain actions  
that worsen the adverse 
effects or seek to promote 
adoption to climate 
change; Legal actions in 
form of litigations

  Increased pricing of  
GHG emissions
  Regulations of existing 
products & services

  Increased operating 
costs
  Write-offs, asset 
impairments
  Reduced product 
demands

  Carbon consumption
  Policy monitor
  Trend identification

Technology:
Improvements or 
innovations that support 
the transition to lower-
carbon, energy-efficient 
economic system

  Substitution of existing 
products
  R&D in new technology
  Transition costs to lower 
emission technology

  Write-offs/early 
retirement of assets
  Reduced demand for 
services
  Capital investments  
in technology
  Impact on workforce

  Carbon consumption
  Trend identification
  Management monitoring

Market:
Shift in supply and 
demand for certain 
commodities, products 
and services

  Changing customer 
behavior
  Incremental costs in  
raw materials

  Reduced/changed 
demand
  Increased production 
costs
  Change in revenue mix
  Asset repricing

  Market monitor
  Trend identification
  Revenue mix analytics

Reputation:
Changing customer and 
community perceptions  
of an organisation’s 
contribution to or 
detraction from the 
transition to a lower-
carbon economy

  Shifts in consumer 
preference
  Stigmatisation of sectors
  Increased stakeholder 
concerns

  Reduced demand
  Decreased production 
capacity (e.g. supply 
chain interruptions)
  Impact on workforce

  Carbon consumption
  Trend identification
  Management monitoring

Acute:
Event-driven effects due  
to global warming
Chronic:
Longer-term shifts in 
climate pattern 

  Extreme weather events
  Precipitation patterns
  Rising temperature
  Rising sea level

  Decreased production 
capacity (e.g. supply 
chain interruptions)
  Write-offs of existing 
assets
  Increased operating 
costs

  Weather forecasting/ 
NatCat analytics
  Economic impact 
assessment
  Physical exposures 
analytics
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Source: TCFD, Swiss Re

Analytics to support the climate action approach
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In short, we conducted the following risk analytics to identify the impacts of climate risks  
on our investment portfolio:

  Carbon consumption: Using quantitative methods to assess a company’s current and projected future 
carbon consumption, taking into consideration planned actions.

  Policy monitor: Assessment of policy activities and related impact on carbon pricing. 

  Trend identification: Monitoring of developments in litigation, technology, markets and  
consumer preference.

  Management monitoring: Review of management’s commitment towards adressing climate risk  
(see Box: Monitoring company’s climate strategy).

  Revenue mix analytics: Assessment of revenue data to assess risk of stranded assets  
(e.g. in the oil sector).

  Economic impact assessment: Climate and weather forecasts under different temperature  
scenarios, assessing the macro-economic impact on different regions across the globe.

  Physical exposure analytics: Assessment of physical damage for selected assets  
(see Box: Physical risk assessment). 

The catalogue of risk analytics is being further developed. Carbon consumption measures and physical risk 
related measures are currently among the most advanced. In the following section, we provide our 
assessment of the different carbon consumption measures.

Analytics to support the climate action approach
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Monitoring company’s climate strategy

Various initiatives target to assess the carbon profile and strategy to mitigate climate risk at a company 
level. Many of these initiatives focus on the hard-to-abate sectors where AuM coverage of our 
investment portfolio is small (though with sizeable intensity coverage).

  Transition Pathway Initiative (TPI): Asset-owner led initiative to evaluate highly carbon-intensive 
companies (currently approx. 420) on manager quality related to GHG emissions and on carbon 
performance alignment. TPI maintains a rating scheme on management quality from 0 (unaware)  
to 4 (strategic assessment of climate risks and opportunities).

  Climate Action 100+: An investor-led engagement initiative covering the world’s largest (approx. 
160) corporate GHG emitters, responsible for 80%+ of global industrial carbon emissions. The goal 
is to improve governance, reduce GHG emissions, and provide enhanced disclosure. The initiative 
works closely with the TPI and provides valuable independent assessment of the strategic direction 
of companies.

  Science Based Targets initiative (SBTi): SBTi is a partnership between CDP, the UN Global 
Compact, World Resources Institute, and the World Wide Fund for Nature. It targets the private 
sector to commit to carbon reduction targets. SBTi reviews carbon reduction plans for interested 
companies (currently more than 1,000) across all sectors and confirms their alignment with  
science-based targets.

  Commercial Solutions (e.g. S&P Trucost): In addition to publicly available data, there are third-
party data providers that collect, curate, and report on past and projected carbon profiles for different 
companies. Such independent assessments on the commitments of companies to meet climate 
targets tend to be substantially broader than the publicly available data sources.

Source: Swiss Re, December 2020

AuM coverage Intensity coverage

Transition Pathway Initiative (TPI) 10% 55%

Climate Action 100+ 5% 40%

Science Based Targets initiative (SBTi) 30% 40%

Commercial solution (e.g. S&P Trucost) 85% 90%

Climate initiatives: Coverage of Swiss Re’s equity portfolio

Analytics to support the climate action approach
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Physical risk assessment

Real assets such as real estate or infrastructure are exposed to natural perils such as hurricanes, 
tropical cyclones, and floods. Using Swiss Re’s proprietary models, the frequency and severity  
of damages are determined under current and projected climate scenarios. The analysis focuses  
on physical damages and excludes potential economic losses linked to business disruption. 

Loss Frequency Curves (LFC) indicate the maximum loss thresholds across time horizons and  
can be read as “on average, every X years, losses are at least Y”. The depicted LFCs reflect an “as is” 
scenario before any climate change related effects. Rough estimates on potential increases in 
frequency and severity of the events are not expected to dramatically change the picture for the  
Swiss Re portfolio.

 
The results of our analyses suggest a very low exposure of our real asset holdings to natural perils in 
general and to climate-related perils in particular. The low outcome is primarily tied to low risk locations 
the Swiss Re portfolio is generally exposed to, and cannot be interpret as physical climate risks being 
low in general.

Loss Frequency Curve by peril for infrastructure debt (in USDm)
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Analytics to support the climate action approach
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Emission reduction framework
Not all measures of carbon emissions are the same. In establishing the emission reduction framework,  
we evaluated the following measures with the aim of selecting the most appropriate for setting reduction 
targets:

  Absolute carbon emissions: The total owned carbon emissions associated with the underlying 
investments in a portfolio

  Carbon intensity (based on sales or Enterprise Value (EV)): Represents the volume of emissions 
attributed in relation to a financial metric (either sales or EV)

  Temperature alignment methods: Company specific temperature scores based on specific intensity 
targets and emission projections

While all measures involved focus on the real world impact and the amount of carbon emission as  
a result of the activities of the invested company, they differ along the following assessment criteria:

Robustness: By running different portfolio scenarios, we tested the robustness of the measures and 
whether portfolio actions not tied to decarbonisation efforts may influence the outcome. 
        SAA change & portfolio growth: In such a scenario, absolute emissions will show the lowest robustness    

given portfolio growth will lead to emissions growth. While these changes could be offset by adding 
adjustment mechanisms, this would be at the cost of complexity and possibly transparency.

        Industry or country weight changes: Intensities and absolute emissions will react according to emission 
changes resulting from the industry or country weight change in benchmarks or investment portfolios 
(see Box: Carbon measure robustness). Temperature alignment methods are typically industry 
agnostic. Hence industry over-/underweights as such don’t impact the outcome. 

 Coverage: This is the percentage of net asset value (NAV) per asset class that can be covered by the 
measure. In general, Developed Markets assets reach a better coverage in all measures compared to 
Emerging Markets. Overall, the carbon intensity measure has the highest coverage across the providers 
assessed, followed by absolute carbon emissions and temperature scoring covering the lowest percentage 
of corporate bonds and listed equities. Coverage in all measures is increasing and we can expect  
in the midterm to reach comparable coverage numbers for all measures.

 Objectivity: The objectivity aspect is aimed at covering all elements of data quality issues and uncertainty 
originating from modelling assumptions. Modelling assumptions and data quality issues are of most concern 
in the temperature scoring methods at this point due to the current lack of standardised calculation methods, 
which are still evolving. Data quality is generally assessed as good for the backward-looking measures of 
absolute emissions and carbon intensity for assessed emission scopes 1 and 2.

 Timeliness: Absolute carbon emissions and carbon intensity rely on company filings and are generally 
available within 6 months. Forward-looking measures require additionally specific projections of companies, 
plus extended modelling and data alignment. Our experience is that these additional items add another 
approximately 9 months of time lag until the final data is available, meaning that the overall time lag for the 
temperature scoring method amounts up to 1.5 years.

 Signalling: This refers to the incentivisation related to a specific measure. While temperature scoring 
methods focus on the carbon emissions outlook in the context of its specific industry, all other measures  
in scope are tilted towards benefitting low-carbon consuming industries and may incentivise reducing 
carbon-heavy industries in an investment portfolio.

Analytics to support the climate action approach
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These measures were evaluated across listed equities, corporate bonds, and real estate to ensure sufficient 
data of satisfactory quality was available to conduct the assessment. Analysis also limited the carbon 
emission scope15 to scope 1 and scope 2 emissions only because of persisting and unresolved issues 
around double counting, limited data coverage, low standardisation of filings, and most importantly, data 
quality concerns for scope 3 upstream/downstream emissions. Both asset class and carbon emission scope 
coverage will be expanded as methodologies and standards are further refined.

In summary, our assessment of the different measures is as follows:

   Absolute carbon emissions: A useful measure in particular for monitoring carbon consumption of an 
entire investment portfolio. Applicable also for single asset classes, but it requires scaling mechanisms  
to account for portfolio rebalancing. 

  Carbon intensity (sales and EV based): A useful measure to quantify the carbon consumption for  
multi-asset portfolios. Comparison over time, between portfolios and against benchmarks are possible. 
Signalling can become an issue depending on the development of the economic variables used  
to normalise emissions. We prefer intensity per sales versus intensity per EV in light of coverage and 
signalling.

  Temperature alignment methods: This metric has the clear benefit of providing a forward-looking 
element and thus a high degree of signalling. Comparability across methodologies /providers is limited at 
this point though as these methods are still evolving. No recognised global standard for calculating the 
temperature score has been defined yet and the timeliness of data is insufficient. Swiss Re will continue to 
use the outputs to identify portfolio leaders. However, in our view, it is too early to set temperature-related 
targets at this point. 

Considering all the pros and cons Swiss Re decided to base its first set of reduction targets on “carbon 
intensity per sales” for listed equities and corporate bonds and use “carbon intensity per square meter” for 
real estate. In terms of monitoring the portfolio, we however also apply other methods like the temperature 
score, which helps us steer the portfolio more on a forward-looking basis. 

15  Scope 1: Direct emissions through business activities. Scope 2: Indirect emissions from the generation of purchased energy. Scope 
3: Indirect emissions not covered under scope 2 (upstream and downstream). Source: Greenhouse Gas Protocol

Climate  
metrics

Temperature  
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Absolute carbon 
emissions

Carbon  
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Robustness:

Coverage:

Objectivity:

Timeliness:

Signalling:

Overall Rating

Good Sufficient Challenging
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Credit index carbon intensities as of end Dec 2020
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On average, exposures in Emerging Markets (EM) countries tend to have higher allocations to  
hard-to-abate sectors and hence experience a higher level in reported emissions compared to their 
counterparts in Developed Markets (DM) countries. 

Increases in allocations into EM countries as well as DM countries with a high allocation of their 
economy in carbon intense industries can be challenging in the presence of carbon reduction targets. 
Running sensitivity analysis revealed that topping up our existing credit portfolio by 5% of EM Global 
exposures results in an increase in overall portfolio carbon intensity of around 17%. Similarly, absolute 
carbon emissions are expected to increase by substantial amounts in such a scenario. On the other 
hand, sensitivity analysis showed that forward-looking metrics like temperature scoring, can be 
expected to be more robust in such a scenario as the focus shifts to expected reductions vs. required 
reductions per company and hence to a more industry agnostic assessment.

Using carbon intensities or absolute emissions as a metric on which to base carbon reduction targets 
comes with challenges. Adjustments can be made to account for portfolio growth or changes in 
portfolio composition, but this comes at the cost of increased complexity and thus reduced objectivity. 

Source: Swiss Re, MSCI

Analytics to support the climate action approach



The main driver of the lowered  
temperature score for our equities 
portfolio was the selective  
avoidance of certain securities,  
particularly in materials and  
chemicals. 
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Portfolio actions

Portfolio actions can be manifold covering financing opportunities, engagement, exercising voting rights, or  
rebalancing the carbon profile of an investment portfolio. This section provides an overview of our actions.

Portfolio rebalancing 
Portfolio rebalancing is focused on shifting the investment portfolio so it is less exposed to climate-related 
risks. 

Over the last five years, fossil fuel-related exclusion thresholds were an important tool to rebalance our 
investment portfolio. Coal-related assets in particular are susceptible to stranded asset risk given high 
emission levels and evolving regulations. Our long-term objective for 2030 is to fully exit coal-related assets 
in our listed equities and corporate bond portfolio. This includes coal mining and coal-based power 
generation. Additionally, as part of the updated oil and gas policy of our Group-wide Sustainable Business 
Risk Framework, we moved away from the world’s 10% most carbon-intensive oil and gas companies  
in 2020. 

The introduction of a relative coal production threshold in 2016 and the related sales of around USD 1.3bn, 
were the main drivers of the 23% decline in corporate bond portfolio carbon intensity in that year. 
Subsequent sales of holdings that violated additional thresholds for oil sands, absolute coal production,  
coal production expansion, and carbon-intensive oil & gas companies had less impact on the portfolio’s 
carbon intensity as they only affected minor allocations.

Besides sector-specific reductions, other measures can also result in positive development of the carbon 
profile. As an example, ESG benchmarks keep sector weightings but make much stronger differentiation 
within the sector for preferred issuers or constituents. Further, there are key aspects we are monitoring  
when we rebalance our investment portfolio:

  Keeping an investment portfolio which continues to represent markets in terms of sector split (as well  
as regional split).

  Targeting investments that not only have a low historical carbon profile, but also a well-defined carbon 
strategy and a positive outlook in terms of future carbon alignment.

  We see the transition as the responsibility of the whole economy and therefore monitor the investment 
portfolio in its entirety, and not just the industries that are hard-to-abate but all sectors.
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Swiss Re Asset Management’s fossil fuel-related thresholds and the carbon footprint of our 
corporate bond and listed equities portfolio16

16  In alignment with the AOA’s TSP, we adjusted the carbon footprint scope of our listed equities portfolio to include ETFs and exclude 
strategic holdings.

202020192018201720162015

369

168

285

161

252

51

242

91

198

82

Corporate bond 
portfolio

Listed equities portfolio
– old scope

Listed equities portfolio
– new scope

(tonnes CO2e/
USDm sales)

152
123

73

172

Coal 
production 
expansion

  Companies 
that plan 
expansion of 
coal mining for 
more than 
USD 100 m  
in capital 
expenditures

  Power-utility 
generators that 
plan coal-fired 
capacity 
expansion of 
more than  
300 MW

Oil & gas 
companies

  10% most 
carbon-
intensive 
oil & gas 
companies

Coal 
production 
(relative)

  Companies 
that generate 
30% or more  
of their 
revenues from 
thermal coal 
mining

  Companies 
that use at 
least 30% 
thermal coal 
for power 
generation

Oil sands 
production 
(relative)

  Companies 
that generate 
20% or more 
of their 
revenues from 
oil sands 
operations

Coal 
production 
(absolute)

  Mining 
companies that 
produce at 
least 20 million 
tonnes of coal 
per year

  Power-utility 
generators 
with more than 
10 GW 
installed coal 
fire capacity

Portfolio actions
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Maturity limitation for fossil fuel-related infrastructure  
loan and private placement investments

In 2020, we implemented dedicated fossil fuel guidelines for our infrastructure loan and corporate 
private placement portfolios, which are reviewed on an annual basis. The guidelines further strengthen 
our mitigation strategy in these less liquid asset classes, which is particularly important as both have  
a longer-term investment horizon. Across the value chain, we are limiting oil-related investments to 
maturities not longer than 2030 and gas-related ones not longer than 2035 in both asset classes. 
Additionally, we exclude any coal-related assets for them. 

Source: Swiss Re

Coal Oil Gas

Up-stream   Full exclusion   Full exclusion   Full exclusion 

Mid-stream   Full exclusion    Pipeline/Distribution 
& Storage

   Pipeline/Distribution 
Network & Storage

Down-stream   Full exclusion   Petrochemicals & refinery 
  Power generation

   Power generation:  
Peaking plant

   Power generation:  
Base load plant

N/A Max maturity until 2030 Max maturity until 2035

   Only finance brownfield projects
   No financing for either brownfield or greenfield projects

Swiss Re’s fossil fuel guideline for infrastructure loan investments as of today

Portfolio actions
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Listed equities
In comparison to the market benchmark, representing the ESG leader version of the MSCI ACWI index,  
our investment portfolio has a superior profile both in terms of temperature score as well as carbon intensity. 
Important to Swiss Re is that the drivers for the better carbon profile is based on the selection of securities 
rather than a focus on industries. It is worth noting that without a targeted security selection, almost  
all sectors and countries are sizeably above the 1.5°C pathway, as reflected in the benchmark analysis17.

Comparison of listed equities investment portfolio vs applied benchmark18

17 Ordering of sectors and countries based on the carbon intensity contribution of Swiss Re’s portfolio; sectors based on internal 
mapping of GICS subsectors to carbon-relevant industries (i.e. separate capturing of hard-to-abate industries)

Portfolio actions

Sector Split 
(AuM %)

Country Split 
(AuM %)

Carbon Intensity Attribution by sector

Sector Allocation: –10
Security Selection: –15

Carbon Intensity Attribution by country

Country Allocation: –16
Security Selection: –9

  Other
  Transportation
   Agriculture,  
forestry & land use

   Consumer staples
   Consumer  
discretionary

   Health care
   Buildings
   Energy
   Information  
technology

   Chemicals
   Utilities

  Other
  Hong Kong
   India
  Germany
   France
   Taiwan
   Switzerland
   United Kingdom
   Japan
   China
  United States 

Portfolio Benchmark

December  
2020

Investment  
Portfolio

Benchmark  
MSCI ACWI ESG Leaders

Temperature 
Score

High sector 
contributors: 
  Utility
  Chemicals
  Information tech
  Energy

High country 
contributors: 
  United States
  China
  Japan
  United Kingdom

1.8°C > 3°C

Carbon Intensity
(tonnes CO2e /
USDm sales)

70 95–25

  below 1.5° C   1.5° – 2°C   2° – 3°C   > 3°C
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18 Comparison excludes ETF’s in investment portfolio
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Portfolio actions

Traditional vs ESG equity benchmark

The example of the MSCI ACWI index shows the implications of using the ESG version as a benchmark 
for portfolio managers. Besides lower carbon intensity, managers are incentivised to reduce the 
allocation to asset stranding risks and to increase the exposure to clean technology solutions. The ratio 
of green/brown net revenue exposure is clearly higher.

Source: MSCI, March 2021 

MSCI ACWI MSCI ACWI ESG 
Leaders

ESG Score 6.0 7.0

ESG Rating A AA

Weighted average carbon intensity  
(t CO2e/USDm sales)

158 96

Temperature Score 3.4°C 3.2°C

Exposure to carbon-related assets % 6.0 4.3

Exposure to asset stranding risks

Fossil fuel reserves % 5.1 2.0

Thermal coal mining % 1.1 0.2

Thermal coal-based power generation % 2.8 1.1

Unconventional oil & gas extraction % 2.3 0.7

Exposure to clean technology solutions

Clean technology solutions (>20% revenues) % 7.9 13.3

Green/brown net revenue exposure 2.7 15.4
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Changes in the carbon intensity of our equity portfolio over the last two years was mainly driven by changes  
in the underlying securities. Neither active reallocation in sectors nor in countries acted as the main driver. 
The table below further highlights the sectors and countries most impacted by active portfolio rebalancing.

Comparison of listed equities investment portfolio over time, sector, and country19

With respect to the security-driven reduction, the main driver was the selective exit of certain securities, 
particularly in materials and chemicals. It’s worth noting that there was a moderate reduction in the carbon 
intensity of the companies themselves, though this was not a key factor in the overall reduction.

Corporate bonds
While the investment portfolio still looks better than the benchmark portfolio, there are considerable 
differences to listed equities.

  Even though the carbon intensity is substantially lower than the benchmark, the temperature scores are 
comparable. 

  While the security selection is still the primary driver, the impact due to the sector allocation is sizeable. 
This is primarily driven by a temporary underweight in utilities.

Portfolio actions

Investment 
portfolio

2018 2020 Sector perspective Country perspective

Carbon Intensity
(tonnes CO2e /
USDm sales)

111 70
Sector 

Allocation:  
+5

Security 
Selection: 

–46

Country 
Allocation: 

–10

Security 
Selection: 

–31

  Buildings
  Materials
  Chemicals
   Info tech

  China
  U.S.
  S. Africa
  Spain

  reduction   minor reduction   minor increase   increaseSource: Swiss Re, MSCI
Carbon Intensity Development

–41 –41 –41

19 Comparison excludes ETF’s in investment portfolio
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Comparison of corporate bond investment portfolio vs applied benchmark

Source: Swiss Re, MSCI, S&P Trucost

Similar to listed equities, the carbon profile of the corporate bond portfolio has been largely reduced over  
the past two years. This is mainly due to security selection. In particular, the reduction in utilities and the 
associated rebalancing of the UK portfolio led to the decrease.

Portfolio actions

Sector Split 
(AuM %)

Country Split 
(AuM %)

Carbon Intensity Attribution by sector

Sector Allocation: –34
Security Selection: –46

Carbon Intensity Attribution by country

Country Allocation: –6
Security Selection: –74

  Other
  Real estate
   Health care
   Materials
   Information  
technology

   Buildings
   Chemicals
   Transportation
   Energy
   Utilities

  Other
  China
  Belgium
  Switzerland
   Netherlands
   Germany
   France
   Australia
   United Kingdom
   Canada
  United States 

December  
2020

Investment  
Portfolio

Benchmark  
Corp IG ESG BB+

Temperature 
Score

High sector 
contributors: 
  Utility
  Energy
  Transportation
  Chemicals

High country 
contributors:
  United States
  Canada
  United Kingdom
  Australia

2.5°C > 3°C

Carbon Intensity
(tonnes CO2e/
USDm sales)

172 252

  below 1.5°C   1.5° – 2°C   2° – 3°C   > 3°C

Portfolio Benchmark Portfolio Benchmark

–80

–80 –80
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Comparison of corporate bond investment portfolio over time, sector, and country

Overall, for both listed equities and corporate bonds, portfolio rebalancing actions have led to a 
positive development of the carbon profile over the last few years, also relative to the respective 
benchmarks. The analysis further reveals that a sizeable reduction can be achieved by security 
selection rather than excluding the impacted industry.

Financing the transition
In 2016, we set our first target for assets that contribute to climate change mitigation and adaptation. We 
have investment objectives in green bonds issued in accordance with the Green Bond Principles (GBP) 
published by the International Capital Market Association (ICMA), as well as in renewable energy 
infrastructure loans.

The GBP are voluntary guidelines that provide issuers with a framework that describes what requirements 
bonds need to fulfil to be considered green and to avoid greenwashing. Issuers of green bonds should, in 
accordance with the GBP, publish information that allows investors to assess the environmental objectives  
of these bonds and their impact. Our approach ensures we allocate capital to issuers that are truly 
implementing green projects and thus contributing to environmental goals that have a real-world impact.

We conduct an annual review of all our green, social and sustainability bonds against the relevant ICMA 
Principles and Guidelines. This ensures we only include bonds in our target tracking that meet all four 
associated ICMA components for each of the three sustainable bond types. 

As a starting point, we collect and review relevant documents from the issuer and third-party assurance for 
any bond classified as a green bond based on its use of proceeds. In addition, we evaluate supplementary 
information such as press releases and news articles.

Portfolio actions

Investment 
portfolio

2018 2020 Sector perspective Country perspective

Carbon Intensity
(tonnes CO2e/
USDm sales)

242 172
Sector 

allocation:  
–27

Security 
selection: 

–43

Country 
allocation: 

+4

Security 
selection: 

–74

  Utility
  Energy
  Buildings 
 Financials

  UK
  France
  US
 Canada

Source: Swiss Re, MSCI

–70 –70 –70

  reduction   minor reduction   minor increase   increase
Carbon Intensity Development
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While we manage the risk of 
stranded assets on the road to 
net zero, it is not our main intention 
to achieve this via divestments.
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Portfolio actions

In the first twelve months, we assess the bonds against Principles 1 and 2 of the GBP, with a particular focus 
on independent third-party verification. In subsequent years, the assessment focus shifts towards Principles 
3 and 4 with reviews of the issuer and related third-party assurance until the proceeds are fully allocated. In 
so doing, we ensure the bonds are not only declared green at issuance, but that the commitment is met until 
the proceeds are fully allocated.

On average, about 97% of our investments in green, social, and sustainability bonds are considered as 
ICMA-compliant based on our annual assessment.

A significant proportion of our infrastructure loan investments is already allocated to renewable energy  
as well as to social infrastructure. Given the attractiveness of this asset class based on its credit quality and 
the assigned liquidity premium, as well as the potential to accelerate the transition to a net-zero emissions 
economy and expand social infrastructure, we’ve set a target to further increase related investments by  
USD 750 million by the end of 2024.

All our infrastructure loan investments are assessed against a predefined catalogue of ESG parameters to 
evaluate the underlying sustainability risk. We assess not only the particular project itself but also the parties 
involved, such as the borrower and the sponsors. The proprietary ESG framework that we apply is based  
on the Global Infrastructure Basel’s (GIB) SuRe®, the Standard for Sustainable and Resilient Infrastructure20, 
which builds on the objectives of a variety of international standards21,22. In addition, we apply our internal 
Group-wide Sustainable Business Risk Framework taking into account overarching principles such as 
respecting human rights and protecting the environment. In accordance with our ESG framework, we only 
invest into loans meeting our pre-defined ESG standards. 

To identify and analyse the contribution of our infrastructure loan investments to the Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs), and to measure the real-world impact against pre-defined and standardised 
KPIs, we use the SDI Asset Owner Platform’s “Sustainable Development Investments (SDIs) Taxonomy & 
Guidance”23 and the “SDG Impact Indicators Guide for Investors and Companies” developed by the SDG 
Impact Assessment Working Group24,25. With these investments, we currently focus mainly on five SDGs of 
which SDG 7 on affordable and clean energy is the most meaningful for financing the transition. For specific 
information about our real-world impact, please see our homepage “Responsible Investing in practice – 
Inclusion”.

18 

20 https://www.sure-standard.org/
21 https://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/c02c2e86-e6cd-4b55-95a2-b3395d204279/IFC_Performance_Standards.

pdf?MOD=AJPERES&CVID=kTjHBzk,
22 https://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/topics_ext_content/ifc_external_corporate_site/ifc+cg/investment+services/

corporate+governance+tools
23 https://www.sdi-aop.org/files/sdi-taxonomies-and-guidance-june2020.pdf
24 sdg-impact-measurement-final-draft_tcm46-363128.pdf (dnb.nl)
25 We apply the same approach for all of our thematic investments, which include impact private equity and green real estate. 

https://www.swissre.com/our-business/managing-our-assets/responsible-investing-in-practice/esg-criteria-inclusion.html
https://www.swissre.com/our-business/managing-our-assets/responsible-investing-in-practice/esg-criteria-inclusion.html
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Portfolio actions

Financing the energy transition

Energy transition is a crucially important topic as the global economy moves to address the challenges 
of climate change with multiple countries pledging to move to net-zero emissions by 2050. Given their 
high investability and attractiveness, sub-sectors including wind, solar as well as grid operators/utilities 
are the types of investment opportunities we actively pursue.

Further sub-sectors and related emerging technologies are being actively monitored.

Key market trends

Identification of investment opportunities

Growing 
energy  

demand

Shift to 
renewable 

power 
generation

Electrification Emission 
capture and 

offset

Low emission 
consumption 

and production

Attractiveness
  Sector size
  Sector growth
  Cyclicality
  Margin
  Risk

Investability
  Asset class relevance
  Deal flow/availability  
of investments

Sub-sectors to monitor

Hydrogen Electric vehicle charging 
infrastructure

Geothermal Carbon capture

Sub-sectors to pro-actively overweight

Windfarms Grid operators/utilities

Solar infrastructure Waste-to-energy 
(infrastructure)

Sub-sector ranking methodology

High

Low

Low High

Source: Swiss Re
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Stewardship
Engagement is an effective tool to influence companies we invest in towards targeted outcomes, such as 
contributing to a positive change towards a 1.5°C economy. Recognising our rights and responsibilities as a 
shareholder is an integral part of our commitment to responsible investing and to climate action in particular. 
For externally managed assets, we assess portfolio managers’ voting policies during the due diligence 
process against our own voting policy, where consideration of ecological impacts and disclosure of climate 
risks are specifically defined items. 

To strengthen our stewardship approach, our Engagement Framework covers two topics, “Enhancement of 
Transparency: Disclosure of ESG Key Metrics”, and “Alignment of Business Model with 1.5°C Target”. As 
reported in our Sustainability Report 2020, we consider them to be essential to advance the transition of the 
real economy. 

We work closely with our investment managers to execute these two engagement topics for each of our 
listed equities portfolio companies. We provide them with a detailed description of the topics outlining the 
objectives as well as recommended frameworks and metrics. To systematically track the engagement 
progress and the integration of proposed actions, we require them to report on the activities. 

For the topic “Alignment of Business Model with 1.5°C Target”, we’ve defined three specific focus areas for 
our engagement activities. These are based on our goal to encourage companies to develop a climate 
strategy helping them manage related risks and ultimately preparing them for the transition to a 1.5°C 
economy, while reducing the risk of any asset devaluation.

The goal of the first focus area is to encourage companies to formally establish a strategy, responsibilities, 
and processes on how to manage climate-related risks and prepare for their transition towards a net-zero 
economy. As a guidance, we suggest using the TCFD recommendations. Building a solid governance 
structure, identifying relevant risks and opportunities and managing them effectively is key for a company  
to achieve a successful transition. 

With the second one, we aim to motivate companies to establish an approach to analyse their GHG 
emissions with the ultimate goal of reducing them by setting concrete targets in line with climate science. 
Empirical evidence shows that companies setting targets based on climate science are more likely to 
effectively achieve meaningful emission reductions. In a recent report, the Science Based Targets initiative 
(SBTi) analysed 338 companies that set science-based targets. It found that these companies reduced their 
annual scope 1 and 2 emissions by 25% between 2015 and 2019, a period where global emissions rose26.

26  https://sciencebasedtargets.org/resources/files/SBTiProgressReport2020.pdf 

Portfolio actions

 
 
 

Alignment of Business Model with 1.5°C Target

1.  Development of a strategy to 
manage climate-related risks 
(physical and transitional) and 
align the business model with 
1.5°C target to achieve a net-zero 
GHG emissions economy by  
2050 latest

2.  Development of an approach  
to reduce GHG emissions  
(scope 1, 2 and 3)

3.  Publication of climate-related 
financial risk disclosures
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And finally, we request the adoption of the TCFD recommendations inviting companies to publish climate-
related financial disclosures. The standardised publication of climate-relevant information, and especially of 
targets set and progress made, is essential to ensure targets result in effective action. Furthermore, this helps 
us and other investors in our investment decision making as transparency and disclosure ultimately provide 
the much-needed depth and breadth of data required.

To achieve meaningful results, we’ve set targets regarding engagement frequency and desired outcomes. 
These allow us to monitor progress in a structured way. Our carbon intensity reduction target of –35% for our 
listed equities and corporate bonds would imply an emission intensity of 99 tonnes CO2e per USD million 
revenue for listed equities as of 2025. We therefore put specific emphasis on portfolio companies with a 
carbon intensity of 100 tonnes CO2e/USDm sales or more. This also enables us to achieve our target of 
engaging with the top 20 emitters in our listed equity portfolio on the topic “Alignment of Business Model 
with 1.5°C Target” at least once a year.

The first year of having implemented our Engagement Framework showed encouraging results. In 2020, 
investment managers started to engage with 48% of companies in our listed equities portfolio on “Alignment 
of Business Model with 1.5°C Target” with most companies having reacted constructively as shown on our 
homepage “Responsible Investing in practice – Enhancement KPIs”.

Portfolio actions

https://www.swissre.com/our-business/managing-our-assets/responsible-investing-in-practice/esg-criteria-enhancement.html#kpi
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Together we can achieve the 1.5°C world 

Single investor action alone will be insufficient to achieve the ambitious target to limit global warming  
to 1.5°C. From the pandemic, we have learned that common action by public and private sectors can  
have considerable transformation potential. This is a global challenge and a multi-stakeholder effort is  
crucial – policy makers, institutional investors and the real economy, all have their roles to play. 

A successful transition will require technological innovation, regulatory framework adjustments and 
anticipating developments and actions for decades to come. It can only be achieved with leadership, 
coordination, and support at all levels of government in partnership with the private sector to maximise the 
speed of transformation and impact. Public policy should incentivise the transition to net zero via transparent 
and predictable policies, including meaningful GHG pricing, globally harmonised disclosure guidelines as 
well as fiscal support for green technologies. 

Asset owners with their large pool of assets can play a significant role in bringing forward the 
decarbonisation of the real economy by advocating for accelerated climate action. The UN-convened Net-
Zero Asset Owner Alliance (AOA), which was co-founded by Swiss Re, is a good example for an initiative 
that aims to further advance the global decarbonisation. The AOA approaches the transition to a 1.5°C world 
in a comprehensive and inclusive manner by closely collaborating with the real economy and policy makers. 
It also seeks to embed climate considerations into a holistic ESG approach by exchanging frequently and 
partnering with other initiatives.

We are also a member of the TCFD because we recognise that transparency and the availability of 
information through disclosure is a much needed, fundamental step in the right direction. It’s normal for 
many companies to publish their financial information annually. And if we consider climate change as a key 
challenge, why shouldn’t we work toward implementing a similar approach for climate-related information? 
In addition, we believe solutions that are valid for traditional financial reporting can also work for climate 
reporting such as third-party auditing. 

In 2020, Swiss Re became a signatory of Climate Action 100+. More and more investors engage, vote,  
or even ultimately divest from climate-related risks. Initiatives like Climate Action 100+ play a key role by 
bringing like-minded investors together and channelling their action. We’re convinced that such initiatives 
support the real economy’s transition to a 1.5°C world. 

These memberships also reflect the steps we’ve taken to transition our portfolio to net-zero emissions by 
setting targets in line with the AOA, as well as taking action through engagement, rebalancing and financing 
the transition. Since we believe that what’s measured gets done, measurement and reporting in line with 
TCFD guidelines are also essential components of our approach. This ensures we stay on track to achieve the 
targets set. Therefore, sufficient data coverage in depth, breadth and quality is an important consideration 
when selecting the most appropriate metric that helps us set targets and monitor progress. 

As institutional investors, we can help finance the transition to a low carbon economy and incentivise 
companies to take action against climate change. Climate change must be on every company’s agenda.  
As illustrated by our analytics, this is not a sector call – instead each and every company needs to do its 
homework. Now’s the time to build a world that’s greener, more sustainable, and more resilient. Together  
we can leverage one another’s learnings in order to build a net-zero world together. 



The standardised reporting  
of climate-relevant information, 
and especially of targets set  
and progress made, is essential 
to ensure effective actions  
are taken. 
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Our commitment to reach net-zero emissions

Swiss Re is supporting global efforts to limit greenhouse gas emissions. Our public commitments include 
signing the Paris Pledge for Action in 2015, which we have reinforced through our own company-wide 
targets and actions.

We’ve made three interlinked commitments to strive for net-zero emissions across the whole company: 

  For our underwriting, we were an early signatory to the UN Global Compact Business Ambition  
for 1.5°C 

  For our investments, we’re a founding member of the UN-convened Net-Zero Asset Owner Alliance 

  For our own operations, we created a thought-leading CO2NetZero Programme

This is only the beginning of our journey to decarbonise our business and we are already taking the next 
steps. These include developing risk transfer solutions to spur on the transition to a low-carbon economy, 
implementing our responsible investing strategy and actively reducing and removing our operational carbon 
footprint. 

Timeline for net-zero emissions:

 
Getting to net zero:  
“Do our best, remove the rest”

To get to net zero, companies need to do their best to reduce emissions, before removing any residual 
emissions that as yet can’t be avoided. Deep decarbonisation efforts need to come first before reverting  
to carbon removal. The latter isn’t yet available at scale, it is resource intensive (land, water, energy), and 
expensive if done properly and durably. Ideally, on the way to net zero, companies should set themselves 
separate interim targets for reductions and removals. This decreases the need for removals in the first place, 
and in parallel enables the feasibility of carbon removal on time and at the required scales. On top, while 
transitioning to net zero, companies can help others to reduce their emissions, too, for instance by 
purchasing carbon avoidance certificates from climate projects in emerging markets.

Today By 2030  
in our own operations

By 2050  
– in our underwriting portfolio 
– in our investment portfolio

Science-based/Paris-
aligned reduction path

In target year, balance all 
unavoidable emissions 
through negative emissions; 
setting interim removal 
targets during transitionEm

is
si

on
s

Net-emissions  
path

Net-zero
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Annex
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Title

Putting net zero into action 
We’ve set interim targets and implemented measures to deliver on our net-zero ambition across our 
underwriting, investments and operations. We’re also looking to drive the development of key technologies 
for the net-zero future. We provide a few highlights here:

Decarbonising our underwriting 
Since 2018, we have restricted business related to thermal coal. These restrictions are in place for 
underwriting single risks, and this approach is being extended to the more complex treaty business. 
Together, they set us on course to reach our Group-wide target of completely phasing out our thermal coal 
business in OECD countries by 2030, and in the rest of the world by 2040. From July 2023, we’ll no longer 
provide individual insurance cover for those oil and gas companies responsible for the world’s 10% most 
carbon-intensive oil and gas production. At the same time, we are supporting risk transfer solutions for low 
carbon technologies such as renewable energy.

Decarbonising our investments 
In 2020, we set intermediate targets for 2025 – as outlined in this publication – to ultimately reach our  
net-zero emissions portfolio by 2050. 

Decarbonising our operations 
In 2020, we sourced 100% of our power needs from renewable sources. In 2021, we intend to curb flight 
emissions by 30%, relative to 2018 level. We’ve also stepped up to a real internal carbon levy of USD 100 
per tonne of CO2. The levy gives an incentive to further reduce our operational emissions and provides the 
funding to compensate for our residual emissions via carbon removal. By 2030, the levy will increase to USD 
200 per tonne of CO2, the market price we expect for high-quality removal certificates at that point in time.

Emerging technologies helping make net zero a reality
To reach net zero, it’s necessary to develop and deploy key technologies. Swiss Re plays a role in helping 
rapidly advance progress in this area. We de-risk projects to make them profitable, provide funding through 
our investments and focus on carbon removal in our operational footprint measures. This sends a positive 
signal that stimulates demand for new technologies, such as: 

Renewable energies: Wind and solar projects are the leading renewable energy sources. Insurance 
solutions already exist for construction covers. 

Lithium battery storage: As an example of a new technology, lithium ion batteries are essential to power  
a low-carbon economy. They are also an emerging risk – for example, the risk of fire when storing them.

Green buildings: Improved heating systems, appliances, insulation and building materials are adaptations 
that make building more efficient. 

Carbon removal: Natural methods such as afforestation removes carbon dioxide from the atmosphere.  
New high-tech carbon capture technologies exist, but still require significant investment.
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Swiss Re’s Responsible Investing approach – 
Latest developments

Our climate action are an integral part of Swiss Re Asset Managements’ overarching Responsible Investing 
strategy. 

Swiss Re Asset Management’s overarching Responsible Investing strategy:

ESG makes economic sense – we’re (still) convinced of it. Taking ESG criteria into account has a measurably 
positive impact on the performance of investment portfolios in the long term. It reduces volatility and helps 
absorb financial market risk shocks. 

In summer of 2020, we analysed the risk/return behaviour of our actively managed listed equities and 
corporate bond portfolios, which are managed against ESG benchmarks, during stressed markets, and 
specifically for the first six months of 2020. We’ve shared the results in a brochure.27

The key findings were that the selected ESG benchmarks provided both upside outperformance and 
downside protection, while delivering better risk-adjusted returns. During that 6-month period, our 
Responsible Investing approach resulted in a 1.3% outperformance of our ESG equity benchmark and 0.2% 
of our ESG credit benchmark, relative to traditional indices. For more information, please visit our website 
“Responsible investing in practice”28. 

27 https://www.swissre.com/dam/jcr:f827f7af-3814-42c5-a57d-d685af341a0b/asset-management-responsible-investment.pdf
28  https://www.swissre.com/our-business/managing-our-assets/responsible-investing-in-practice.html
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Additionally, since our transition to ESG benchmarks in 2017, our listed equity and credit ESG benchmarks 
have outperformed the traditional benchmark and provided more attractive risk-adjusted returns during 
volatile markets. Our analysis demonstrates that excess performance is generated by excluding low ESG-
scoring companies rather than by investing mainly in high ESG-scoring companies. We also noted that 
strong ‘G’ helped the outperformance, most visibly in Emerging Markets. This shows, and we can measure it, 
that investing sustainably is a win-win for the company, and for society at large. 

Therefore, it is our ongoing ambition to further advance our approach to responsible investing. In this 
context, for example, we’ve not only included our net-zero ambition as part of our engagement framework, 
but also included an ESG topic focused on sustainability in general. 

Other developments not directly related to our climate actions include the systematic tracking of the 
customised ESG rating for our private equity investments, and the measurement and reporting of the impact 
and contribution of such investments to the Sustainable Development Goals.
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